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With inspiration from Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein—and perfect for fans of Libba Bray—this
breathless conclusion to the Madman's Daughter
trilogy explores the things we'll sacrifice to save
those we love…even our own humanity. After killing
the men who tried to steal her father's research,
Juliet and her friends have escaped to a remote
estate on the Scottish moors. Owned by the
enigmatic Elizabeth von Stein, the mansion is full of
mysteries and unexplained oddities: dead bodies in
the basement, secret passages, and fortune tellers
who seem to know Juliet's secrets. Though it
appears to be a safe haven, Juliet fears new
dangers may be present within the manor's walls.
Then Juliet uncovers the truth about the manor's
long history of scientific experimentation—and her
own intended role in it—forcing her to determine
where the line falls between right and wrong, life and
death, magic and science, and promises and
secrets. And she must decide if she'll follow her
father's dark footsteps or her mother's tragic ones, or
whether she'll make her own.
"Starting with charred fried rice and ending with flaky
pineapple tarts, Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan takes us along
on a personal journey that most can only fantasize
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about--an exploration of family history and culture
through a mastery of home-cooked dishes. Tan's
delectable education through the landscape of
Singaporean cuisine teaches us that food is the tie
that binds." --Jennifer 8. Lee, author of The Fortune
Cookie Chronicles After growing up in the most foodobsessed city in the world, Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan left
home and family at eighteen for America--proof of
the rebelliousness of daughters born in the Year of
the Tiger. But as a thirtysomething fashion writer in
New York, she felt the Singaporean dishes that
defined her childhood beginning to call her back.
Was it too late to learn the secrets of her
grandmothers' and aunties' kitchens, as well as the
tumultuous family history that had kept them hidden
before In her quest to recreate the dishes of her
native Singapore by cooking with her family, Tan
learned not only cherished recipes but long-buried
stories of past generations. A Tiger in the Kitchen,
which includes ten authentic recipes for Singaporean
classics such as pineapple tarts and Teochew
braised duck, is the charming, beautifully written
story of a Chinese-Singaporean ex-pat who learns to
infuse her New York lifestyle with the rich lessons of
the Singaporean kitchen, ultimately reconnecting
with her family and herself. Reading Group Guide
available online and included in the eBook.
Novelist, comics writer, scriptwriter, poet, occasional
artist - a master of several genres and inadvertent
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leader of many cults - there are few creative
avenues Neil Gaiman hasn't ventured down. From
unforgettable books like The Ocean at the End of the
Lane and American Gods to ground-breaking comics
and graphic novels like The Sandman and Violent
Cases; from big screen fantasies like Coraline to
small screen epics like Doctor Who; and from short
stories to songwriting, stage plays to radio plays,
journalism to filmmaking, and all points in-between,
The Art of Neil Gaiman is the first comprehensive,
full-colour examination of Gaiman's work to date.
Author Hayley Campbell, a close friend of Neil's
since she was a small child, spent many months
rummaging through Neil's attic to source the neverbefore-seen manuscripts, notes, cartoons, drawings
and personal photographs for this book; these are
complemented by artwork and sketches from all of
his major works and his own intimate recollections.
Each project is examined in turn, from genesis to
fruition, and positioned in the wider narrative of
Gaiman's creative life, affording unparalleled access
to the inner workings of the writer's mind. Utterly
comprehensive, lavishly illustrated, The Art of Neil
Gaiman is the fully authorised account of the life and
work of one of the greatest storytellers of all time.
Building on both the perspective of God's new
creation and the view from the neighborhood, "To
Live in Peace" shows how the life of the church, the
strategies of community development, and the
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practices of peacemaking can make a
transformational difference.
Vehicular Communications and Networks:
Architectures, Protocols, Operation and Deployment
discusses VANETs (Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks) or
VCS (Vehicular Communication Systems), which
can improve safety, decrease fuel consumption, and
increase the capacity of existing roadways and
which is critical for the Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) industry. Part one covers architectures
for VCS, part two describes the physical layer,
antenna technologies and propagation models, part
three explores protocols, algorithms, routing and
information dissemination, and part four looks at the
operation and deployment of vehicular
communications and networks. Comprehensive
coverage of the fundamental principles behind
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETS) and the
rapidly growing need for their further development
Thorough overview of the design and development
of key technologies and devices Explores the
practical application of this technology by outlining a
number of case studies, testbeds and simulations
employing vehicular communications and networks
By exploring the basic components of The Art of
War, this guide to personal development and
success shows you how to unleash your full
potential, triumph over adversity, and achieve longterm goals.
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THE HANDBOOK THAT BRIDGES THE GAP
BETWEEN ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES AND
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS The focus in the "Standard
Handbook of Biomedical Engineering and Design" is
on engineering design informed by description and
analysis using engineering language and
methodology. Over 40 experts from universities and
medical centers throughout North America, the
United Kingdom, and Israel have produced a
practical reference for the biomedical professional
who is seeking to solve a wide range of engineering
and design problems, whether to enhance a
diagnostic or therapeutic technique, reduce the cost
of manufacturing a medical instrument or a
prosthetic device, improve the daily life of a patient
with a disability, or increase the effectiveness of a
hospital department. Heavily illustrated with tables,
charts, diagrams, and photographs, most of them
original, and filled with equations and useful
references, this handbook speaks directly to all
practitioners involved in biomedical engineering,
whatever their training and areas of specialization.
Coverage includes not only fundamental principles,
but also numerous recent advances in this fast
moving discipline. Major sections include: *
Biomedical Systems Analysis * Mechanics of the
Human Body * Biomaterials * Bioelectricity * Design
of Medical Devices and Diagnostic Instrumentation *
Engineering Aspects of Surgery * Rehabilitation
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Engineering * Clinical Engineering The "Handbook"
offers breadth and depth of biomedical engineering
design coverage unmatched in any other general
reference.
Go behind the scenes with the musician The New
York Times called "a guitar God!" Oft-hailed as the
Jimi Hendrix of his generation, living guitar legend
Joe Satriani has long transcended stylistic
boundaries with a sound that raises the bar like a
new horizon for the broader genre of instrumental
guitar rock. Joe's 6-string secrets have astounded
listeners around the world for nearly 30 years. In
Strange Beautiful Music: A Musical Memoir, Satriani
and coauthor, music biographer Jake Brown, take
fans on their first authorized tour of the story behind
his climb to stardom and the creative odyssey
involved in writing and recording a storied catalog of
classics including "Surfing with the Alien," "Summer
Song," "Satch Boogie," "Always With Me, Always
With You," "The Extremist," "Flying in a Blue
Dream," "Crowd Chant," and more. Featuring
previously unpublished photos and hours of
exclusive, firsthand interviews with Satriani, Strange
Beautiful Music offers a unique look inside the studio
with Joe, giving fans a chance to get up close and
personal like never before. With insider details about
his collaboration with multi-platinum supergroup
Chickenfoot, exclusive interviews with Sammy Hagar
and Michael Anthony of Van Halen and Chad Smith
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of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, commentary from
fellow guitar legends such as Steve Vai, Metallica's
Kirk Hammett, Primus's Larry LaLonde, and
legendary music producers including Glynn Johns
and the late Andy Johns, this memoir offers a rare
inside look for die-hard Satriani fans, guitar
enthusiasts, and anyone who loves to rock.
With rich content that capturesÂ children's imaginations and
built-in reading and vocabulary instruction, your child will not
only be learning, he'll be preparing for success while learning
the responsibilities of citizenship at every grade level.
Captivate your child with numerous colorful visuals and
activities that will engage their interest in social studies.
Connect, Experience, Understand Connecting is all about
activating prior knowledge and jumpstarting yourÂ child's
journey into social studies. Essential Questions help students
see the âeoebig ideasâe theyâe(tm)re learning about, and
activate prior knowledge. They allow students to engage in an
active discussion of what they already know about the topic,
but also encourage them to think further. Scott Foresman
Social Studies offers a variety of ways for your child to think
critically about key concepts so they actively experience the
world they live in. Developing true understanding means that
students donâe(tm)t simply memorize facts, dates, and
places. It means taking what theyâe(tm)ve learned and
transferring that knowledge to new content, situations, ideas,
and to their own lives. The goal is to help students become
successful learners who will remember not only what they
have learned, but how to learn more! Â
In Strategic Management: Theory and Practice, Fourth
Edition, John A. Parnell leads readers through detailed,
accessible coverage of the strategic management field.
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Concise and easy to understand chapters address concepts
sequentially, from external and internal analysis to strategy
formulation, strategy execution, and strategic control. Rather
than relegating case analysis to a chapter at the end of the
book, Parnell aligns each chapter's key concepts with 25
case analysis steps. Current examples and high interest realtime cases, largely drawn from The Wall Street Journal and
Financial Times, illustrate the key role of strategic
management in the United States and around the world.
Provides an up-to-date, in-depth look at the currentresearch,
design, and implementation of cooperative vehicle
safetycommunication protocols and technology Improving
traffic safety has been a top concern fortransportation
agencies around the world and the focus of heavyresearch
and development efforts sponsored by both governments
andprivate industries. Cooperative vehicle systems—which
usesensors and wireless technologies to reduce
trafficaccidents—can play a major role in making the world's
roadssafer. Vehicle Safety Communications: Protocols,
Security, andPrivacy describes fundamental issues in
cooperative vehiclesafety and recent advances in
technologies for enabling cooperativevehicle safety. It gives
an overview of traditional vehicle safetyissues, the evolution
of vehicle safety technologies, and the needfor cooperative
systems where vehicles work together to reduce thenumber
of crashes or mitigate damage when crashes
becomeunavoidable. Authored by two top industry
professionals, the book: Summarizes the history and current
status of 5.9 GHz DedicatedShort Range Communications
(DSRC) technology and standardization,discussing key
issues in applying DSRC to support cooperativevehicle safety
Features an in-depth overview of on-board equipment (OBE)
androadside equipment (RSE) by describing sample designs
to illustratethe key issues and potential solutions Takes on
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security and privacy protection requirements andchallenges,
including how to design privacy-preserving digitalcertificate
management systems and how to evict misbehavingvehicles
Includes coverage of vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I)communications like intersection collision avoidance
applicationsand vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications like
extendedelectronic brake lights and intersection movement
assist Vehicle Safety Communications is ideal for anyone
workingin the areas of—or studying—cooperative vehicle
safetyand vehicle communications.
Progress in Location-Based ServicesSpringer Science &
Business Media
Taking the same practical approach as Principles of
Accounting I, this book teaches the second part of
introductory accounting courses, including FASB
requirements for the statement of cash flow. Covering
specialized areas and aspects of business such as
manufacturing costs, budgets, standard costs and financial
ratios, the contents match those of the leading acocunting
textbooks. Students in regular and special accounting
prgrams and nonmajors will also appreciate the selection of
fully solved problems.
More and more managers of successful companies realize
the value of their distribution systems for both reducing costs
and enhancing customer service. This guide covers the entire
spectrum of today's key distribution issues, from marketing to
order fulfillment.
The devil has used the dragnet of witchcraft to hold on to the
world. The revival of satanism on the face of the earth is a
sign of desperation. Right now the children of darkness have
opened their doors to train men in wickedness. There is an
enemy that hates mankind and his progress with perfect
hatred. This enemy is known as witchcraft. To confront this
spirit,we must be ruthless towards it. Operation Jehu is catch
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and destroy, throw and destroy, cage and destroy.
Thomas Jefferson and the Tripoli Pirates by Brian Kilmeade
and Don Yaeger | Key Takeaways, Analysis & Review
Preview: Thomas Jefferson and the Tripoli Pirates: The
Forgotten War That Changed American History by Brian
Kilmeade and Don Yaeger is an historical account of one of
the earliest wars the United States fought as a newly
independent nation, against the Barbary nations of North
Africa. Though lesser known than other wars the US has
fought over the years, it was an important conflict that set the
stage for the US to earn a reputation as a respected nation
that could demonstrate power on foreign lands as well as its
homeland… PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and
analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this
Instaread of Thomas Jefferson and the Tripoli Pirates:
Overview of the book Important People Key Takeaways
Analysis of Key Takeaways
The book consists of peer-reviewed papers from the 9th
symposium on Location Based Services (LBS) which is
targeted to researchers, industry/market operators and
students of different backgrounds (scientific, engineering and
humanistic). As the research field is developing and changing
fast, this book follows up on current trends and gives
suggestions and guidance to further research. This book
offers a common ground bringing together various disciplines
and practice, knowledge, experiences, plans and ideas on
how LBS can and could be improved and on how it will
influence both science and society. The book comprises frontend publications organized into sections on: spatial-temporal
data acquisition, processing & analysis; positioning / indoor
positioning; way-finding / navigation (indoor / outdoor) &
smart mobile phone navigation; interactions, user studies and
evaluations; innovative LBS systems & applications.
Renowned psychologist Dr. Dean Delis shows how to change
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the patterns that threaten romantic relationships. Formerly
published as The Passion Paradox.
The Culture of Capitalism explores original perspectives on
capitalist society. Argues that capitalism is more than an
economic system, but is a culture that affects social, material,
and even spiritual bases of existence Draws on research
generated by detailed historical community studies as well as
literature on non-western societies Explores the nature of evil,
attitudes toward love and family, population change, violence,
and more Questions the origin and cause of capitalist
ideology
This book reveals the development of students'
understanding of statistical literacy. It provides a way to "see"
student thinking and gives readers a deeper sense of how
students think about important statistical topics. Intended as a
complement to curriculum documents and textbook series, it
is consistent with the current principles and standards of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. The term
"statistical literacy" is used to emphasize that the purpose of
the school curriculum should not be to turn out statisticians
but to prepare statistically literate school graduates who are
prepared to participate in social decision making. Based on
ten years of research--with reference to other significant
research as appropriate--the book looks at students' thinking
in relation to tasks based on sampling, graphical
representations, averages, chance, beginning inference, and
variation, which are essential to later work in formal statistics.
For those students who do not proceed to formal study, as
well as those who do, these concepts provide a basis for
decision making or questioning when presented with claims
based on data in societal settings. Statistical Literacy at
School: Growth and Goals: *establishes an overall framework
for statistical literacy in terms of both the links to specific
school curricula and the wider appreciation of contexts within
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which chance and data-handling ideas are applied;
*demonstrates, within this framework, that there are many
connections among specific ideas and constructs; *provides
tasks, adaptable for classroom or assessment use, that are
appropriate for the goals of statistical literacy; *presents
extensive examples of student performance on the tasks,
illustrating hierarchies of achievement, to assist in monitoring
gains and meeting the goals of statistical literacy; and
*includes a summary of analysis of survey data that suggests
a developmental hierarchy for students over the years of
schooling with respect to the goal of statistical literacy.
Statistical Literacy at School: Growth and Goals is directed to
researchers, curriculum developers, professionals, and
students in mathematics education as well those across the
curriculum who are interested in students' cognitive
development within the field; to teachers who want to focus
on the concepts involved in statistical literacy without the use
of formal statistical techniques; and to statisticians who are
interested in the development of student understanding
before students are exposed to the formal study of statistics.
Rabindranath Tagore is widely regarded as a poetphilosopher and educationist, but his novels remain a
relatively underexplored aspect of his oeuvre. Focusing on
gender and modernity as key features of his fiction, this book
charts Tagore's evolution as a novelist from self-conscious
psychologizing in Chokher Bali to an engagement with
nationalism in Gora and Ghare Baire (The Home and the
World); a portrayal of asceticism and desire in Chaturanga
(Quartet); an analysis of marriage, sexuality and change in
Bengali society in Yogayog (Relationships); an effervescent
fusion of social satire and literary experimentation in Shesher
Kabita (Farewell Song); and an intense, dramatic study of
love, politics and terrorism in Char Adhyay (Four Chapters).
This study demonstrates that Tagore’s writings cannot be
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readily assimilated within current theoretical frameworks, and
urges us to rethink the conventional oppositions between
tradition and modernity, masculinity and femininity, East and
West, and local and global. Addressing a major gap in the
field, the book reconstructs Tagore as a novelist of eminent
stature, demonstrates the range and complexity of his
creative genius, his contribution to literary history and the
relevance of his reflections to our times. Enriched by insights
into the biographical and socio-historical contexts of his
novels, this book will be of special interest to researchers,
teachers and students of comparative and world literature,
history, postcolonial studies and gender studies, as also to
Tagore enthusiasts.
Rebuilding Buddhism describes in evocative detail the
experiences and achievements of Nepalis who have adopted
Theravada Buddhism. This form of Buddhism was introduced
into Nepal from Burma and Sri Lanka in the 1930s, and its
adherents have struggled for recognition and acceptance
ever since. With its focus on the austere figure of the monk
and the biography of the historical Buddha, and more recently
with its emphasis on individualizing meditation and on gender
equality, Theravada Buddhism contrasts sharply with the
highly ritualized Tantric Buddhism traditionally practiced in the
Kathmandu Valley. Based on extensive fieldwork, interviews,
and historical reconstruction, the book provides a rich portrait
of the different ways of being a Nepali Buddhist over the past
seventy years. At the same time it explores the impact of the
Theravada movement and what its gradual success has
meant for Buddhism, for society, and for men and women in
Nepal.
Boy-genius Cadel Piggot has a new name (Cadel Greenaius),
a new family, and a new life. No more illegal hacking, no
more false identities, and most of all, no more Prosper
English. But when his best friend Sonja is attacked, it's up to
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him to figure out who was behind it. Before he knows it, Cadel
is crossing oceans and continents, barrelling back into the
depths of the criminal activity he thought he'd left behind, and
coming face to face with Prosper English once again. Can
Cadel track down Prosper before it's too late? And what rules
will he have to break in the process?
A spellbinding love story between two young women that
unfolds like a series of paintings and explores the tender
moments that pull them together and the secrets that push
them apart.

From the bestselling author of The Beach Cafe, Lucy
Diamond, comes The Year of Taking Chances, a
novel full of warmth, humour and romance.Because
love is always worth the risk . . .It's New Year's Eve,
and Gemma and Spencer Bailey are throwing a
house party. There's music, dancing, champagne
and all their best friends under one roof. It's going to
be a night to remember.Also at the party is Caitlin,
who has returned to the village to pack up her muchmissed mum's house and to figure out what to do
with her life; and Saffron, a PR executive who's
keeping a secret which no amount of spin can
change. The three women bond over Gemma's
dodgy cocktails and fortune cookies, and vow to
make this year their best one yet.But as the months
unfold, Gemma, Saffron and Caitlin find themselves
tested to their limits by shocking new developments.
Family, love, work, home - all the things they've
taken for granted are thrown into disarray. Under
pressure, they are each forced to rethink their lives
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and start over. But dare they take a chance on
something new?PRAISE FOR LUCY
DIAMOND"Seamless, engaging, believable, fun and
heartfelt" Heat"An absolute treat" Katie Fforde"The
new queen of the gripping, light-hearted page-turner"
Easy Living"Romantic, dreamy and fun" Closer
This book explores how ethnic groups living in the
Himalayan regions understand nature and culture.
The first part addresses the opposition between
nature and culture in Asia’s major religious traditions
such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and
Shamanism. The second part brings together
specialists of different representative groups living in
the heterogeneous Himalayan region. They examine
how these indigenous groups perceive their world.
This includes understanding their mythic past, in
particular, the place of animals and spirits in the
world of humans as they see it and the role of ritual
in the everyday lives of these people. The book
takes into account how these various perceptions of
the Himalayan peoples are shaped by a globalized
world. The volume thus provides new ways of
viewing the relationship between humans and their
environment.
Do you hate cramming all of your errands into the
weekend? Do you resent having to beg permission
to watch your kid’s weekday soccer game? Are you
tired of seeing people who aren’t very good at their
jobs get promoted because they arrive early and
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stay late? There’s got to be a better way—and there
is! Cali Ressler and Jody Thompson show that
everyone benefits when we change the focus from
hours to outcomes. It’s just that our traditional
definition of work—Monday through Friday, nine to
five—doesn’t make sense in the always-on global
economy. So, Ressler and Thompson created the
Results-Only Work Environment. In a ROWE, you
control when, where, and how long you work. As
long as you meet your objectives, the way you spend
your time is entirely up to you. Suddenly, work isn’t
a place you go, it’s a thing you do. In a ROWE,
there are no mandatory meetings or fixed schedules.
You stop doing any activity that wastes time, and no
one criticizes you for “leaving early” or “coming in
late.” If you do your best work at midnight or on
Sundays, go for it! ROWE sounds like a fantasy, but
Ressler and Thompson have already made it a
reality at Best Buy, a Fortune 100 company. They
have proven that ROWE not only makes employees
happier but also delivers better results. And now the
authors are helping companies implement ROWE
nationwide. Infused with passion and common
sense, Why Work Sucks and How to Fix It will
change the way you think about your job, your
company, and your quality of life. Read it and join
the revolution!
Blending theory with practical application, Strategic
Corporate Social Responsibility, Third Edition is a
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comprehensive CSR and strategy text. As such, it
supports courses taught either as standalone
electives or as core components of the business
school curriculum across all discipline areas. Integral
to the book’s unique format is its mix of theory and
practical application divided into two parts. After five
chapters that provide an overview of the field, core
concepts, and practical challenges, the second half
of the book illustrates the extensive and dynamic
nature of CSR via 21 detailed issues and casestudies. The cases capture contentious debates
across the spectrum of CSR topics that culminate
with a series of questions designed to stimulate
further investigation and debate.
The Fourth Edition has been carefully revised and
updated to reflect current data.
Award winning composer, arranger, pianist and
recording artist Mark Hayes has crafted an exquisite
anthology of Christmas arrangements for solo voice,
including traditional carols, art songs, masterworks
and spirituals. Reflecting the arranger's mastery of
vocal accompaniment, the piano partners with the
voice in true art song style. Available in medium high
and medium low voicings. Titles: * Bring a Torch,
Jeannette, Isabella * Away in a Manger * Sing Joy! *
Midnight Noel * Gesu Bambino * Silent Night * Lo,
How a Rose E’er Blooming * O Holy Night * The
Coventry, Carol * Jesus, Oh What a Wonderful Child
A towering figure of the Bengal Renaissance, Tagore
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s influence on Bagla literature has still not
diminished. During a long and creative career, he
excelled in the different art forms that he practisedpoetry, drama, music, novels and short stories. In
1901, he founded Shantiniketan (Adobe of Peace),
in Bolpur near Kolkata, an educational institution
where education was to be imparted in an
unrestricted manner. He was the first Indian to win
the Nobel Prize in 1913, for his poetic work Gitanjali
(An Offering of Songs) which he himself had
translated into English from his various volumes of
poetry. He was knighted in 1915, but returned Bagh
massacre of 1919. He died in 1941, heartbroken by
a number of personal tragedies and disillusioned by
the outbreak of the Second World War in Europe.
Through primarily remembered as a poet, Tagore s
short stories have earned a pride in modern Bangla
literature. The stories in this collection are
respresentative of Tagore s writings. We find the
empathy of a father for a stranger in The Kabuliwala,
the sorrow of parting in The Postmaster, the comic in
When Wishes Come True and the social divide that
riches cause in The Return Gift.
Offers advice on applying the principles the author
has used in building winning basketball teams to
achieving success in business and as an individual
Everyone knows that Roger White likes Patty Baker.
Patty-cake, patty-cake, baker's man. The Pee Wee
Scouts tease Roger and Patty during their Scout
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meeting. Mrs. Peters is their troop leader. She tells the
Pee Wee Scouts how to earn badges for first aid. Then
she helps them make valentines that hold messages.
Secret messages. Poems. All that mushy stuff. "I want a
boyfriend," says Molly Duff. "And I want a first-aid
badge." Busy, busy, busy. The Scouts work on
valentines and first aid. Molly works on a secret plan. Uhoh. A certain Scout better watch out!
The Inner Game of Music, the breakout hit that became
a standard primer in the music world, has taught
thousands of musicians—professionals and amateurs
alike—how to overcome self-consciousness and stage
fright and to recapture a youthful, almost effortless
capacity to learn. Now, in his follow-up book, The
Mastery of Music, Barry Green turns his expert hand to
the artistic qualities that make an extraordinary musician.
Culling advice from dozens of interviews with legends
including Joshua Bell, Dave Brubeck, Jeffrey Kahane,
Bobby McFerrin, Christopher Parkening, Doc
Severinsen, Frederica von Stade, the Harlem Boys
Choir, and the Turtle Island String Quartet, he reveals
that it’s not enough to have a cerebral and emotional
connection to the notes. Green hows how musical
excellence, exhibited by true virtuosos, requires a
mastery of ten unique qualities of the soul and the
human spirit, such as confidence, passion, discipline,
creativity, and relaxed concentration, and he discusses
specific ways in which all musicians, composers, and
conductors can take their skills to higher levels. He
carefully incorporates all instruments and techniques in
his rejuvenating discussions, inspiring the stifled student
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to have fun again and the over-rehearsed performer to
rediscover the joy of passionate expression. Essential
reading for every musician, The Mastery of Music strikes
a beautiful new chord.
Introducing the first book in a powerful new series, The
Tarcher Master Mind Editions: Essential Books of
Inspiration, Instruction, and Motivation. What mind can
conceive, man can achieve. Our decisions impact every
area of our lives. Making better decisions means living a
better life. But how can we develop the habit of making
great decisions? Every noteworthy achievement the
world has ever seen was born with a single thought; and
every great man who ever lived has been a man of
decision. Raymond Charles Barker's The Power of
Decision reveals this principle of success and illustrates
the process of choice that all of us must take-and that all
of us are capable, this very second, of taking-to change
our lives and make our dreams come true. Indecisive
people are failure prone, and Dr. Barker examines this
basic truth while exploring the decision-making process
in the individual, and the role of the subconscious mind
in either abetting or thwarting each of our conscious
decisions. He provides specific steps to shift the balance
of decision-making power in your favor, and he brings to
light the constant, ever-present power of will to change a
situation- and yourself-for the better. Picking up The
Power of Decision is the moment; and reading it is the
decision that will change your life forever.
With this breakout novel, the meg gardiner fan club is
growing... A string of high-profile murder-suicides has
San Francisco more rattled than the string of recent
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earthquakes. Hired by the SFPD to shed light on the
victims' lives, forensic psychiatrist Jo Beckett makes a
shocking discovery: all the suicides belonged to a group
of A-listers with lots of money and plenty to hide. And
soon Jo finds herself trapped in a nightmare from her
past when she gets invited to join the club...
The must-have manual to understand and use the latest
edition of the Fifth Edition The professional standard in
the field of project management, A Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide—Fifth
Edition) published by the Project Management Institute
(PMI®) serves as the ultimate resource for professionals
and as a valuable studying and training device for
students taking the PMP® Exam. A User's Manual to the
PMBOK® Guide takes the next logical step to act as a
true user's manual. With an accessible format and easyto-understand language, it helps to not only distill
essential information contained in the PMBOK®
Guide—Fifth Edition, but also fills an educational gap by
offering instruction on how to apply its various tools and
techniques. This edition of the User's Manual: Defines
each project management process in the PMBOK®
Guide—Fifth Edition, describes the intent, and discusses
the individual ITTOs (inputs, tools and techniques, and
outputs) Features examples, handy tips, and sample
forms to supplement learning Contains a data flow
diagram of each process in the PMBOK® Guide—Fifth
Edition to show how information is distributed Is updated
to provide deeper coverage of stakeholder management
and to include new processes for scope, schedule, cost,
and stakeholder management The User's Manual
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enables you to put the PMBOK Guide—Fifth Edition to
work on your projects. It will help you implement the
processes described in the PMBOK Guide—Fifth Edition
and apply the tools and techniques to help make your
projects successful. Thorough in coverage and rich in
content, it is a worthy companion to augment the
important strategies laid out in the PMBOK® Guide—Fifth
Edition, and the one book that aspiring or professional
project managers should never be without. Fully updated
to align with A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)–Fifth Edition Describes
how to apply tools and techniques for projects and how
to create process outputs Presents information by
process group Expands upon the PMBOK® Guide with
information on the sponsor's role and planning loops
Integrates and describes interpersonal skills into the
process where they are identified (PMBOK, PMI, PMP
and Project Management Professional are registered
marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
While in the Mississippi State Archives tracking down
Abbott Ferriss's beautiful photographic portraits of
musicians from 1939, author Harry Bolick discovered, to
his amazement, a treasure trove of earlier fiddle tunes in
manuscript form. Since then he has worked to
understand how this collection came to exist and be set
aside. With Stephen T. Austin, Bolick has transcribed the
subsequent 1939 audio recordings. Mississippi Fiddle
Tunes and Songs from the 1930s presents the history of
the collecting work, with over three hundred of the tunes
and songs and a beautiful selection of period
photographs. In the summer of 1936, over one hundred
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fiddle tunes, many of them unique, along with thousands
of songs, were collected and notated throughout a large
part of Mississippi. Roughly 130 novice field workers
captured beautiful tunes and tantalizing fragments. As a
body of work, it is an unparalleled and fascinating
snapshot of vernacular music as heard in Mississippi in
the early part of the recorded era. However, this music
was unpublished and forgotten. In 1939, building on the
contacts made three years earlier, Herbert Halpert led
one of the last and best executed of the WPA folklore
projects which recorded audio performances in
Mississippi. Some, but not all, of those distinctive fiddle
tune recordings have been published. Additionally
through cassette tape copies passed hand to hand,
some of these distinctive tunes have regained currency
and popularity among contemporary fiddlers. In
Mississippi Fiddle Tunes and Songs from the 1930s, this
great music is at last widely available. Selected tunes in
this book are available from Document Records. Get
Harry Bolick's CD with 22 tunes from the book, more
information, a video, and free downloads of the sound
files at www.mississippifiddle.com.
Maggie worries that there is no boy in her high school
who won't be put off by her athletic ability or her interest
in cars.
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